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An email in Hypernews will be sent out regarding a new release of CRAB. When this happens, log into Brazos with your admin account, then log in as hepxadmin and follow these steps:

```
bash$ sudo -H -u hepxadmin bash
bash$ cd /home/hepxadmin/crab
bash$ wget "http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/ccs/wm/scripts/Crab/CRAB_X_Y_Z.tgz"
bash$ tar -xzf CRAB_X_Y_Z.tgz
bash$ unlink current
bash$ ln -s CRAB_X_Y_Z current
bash$ cd CRAB_X_Y_Z
bash$ ./configure
```

Next you need to change the default condor_g wall limit:
```
go to /home/hepxadmin/crab/CRAB_X_Y_Z/python/
and open the file SchedulerCondor_g.py;
in the script, comment out the following lines:

```
else:
globusRSL += '(maxwalltime=120)'
```
```